Let (X) be a sequence of m-dependent random variables, not necessarily n equally distributed. We give a Berry-Esseen estimate of the convergence to normality 'of a suitable normalization of a U-statistic of the (X). This bound holds under n moment assumptions quite weaker than the existence of third moments for the kernel.
Xk) <i <... <ikn where h is a measurable symmetric function which is called a kernel. (For notational convenience, we do not consider the average of h but the sum of its values. This will not make any difference since we will normalize U latter.) In the case of an independent identically distributed (i.l.d.) sequence (Xi) it has been shown by .<j <k <n But as they pointed out, their results can be extended to any order and to the mult i-sample case.
In this work, we relax the independent and equi-distrlbuted assumptions about the sequence (X i) of r.v.'s. Consider a m-dependent sequence (X i) of r.v.'s, i.e.
for" each .< s < n-m, the sequence (Xi)[<.s and (Xt)i>s+ m are independent of each other, and which is not necessarily equi-distributed. Then we obtain a universal Berry-Esseen bound for the convergence of the suitably normalized U-statistic to standard normal. This bound involves the same moments as in the Helmers and Van Zwet's result, and leads the best rate of convergence for the independent case. We deal only with the one sample case of order two; but there is no doubt that the same methods could extend to the general case. R. We want to study U h(Xj, Xk). Let us denote .<j <-k <n by F the field generated by X i.
Then the sequence F is m-dependent, in the sense that for <. s < n-m, the two 0-fields V F. and V F are independent (where <s -1 i>s+m V F. denote the e-field generated by the F ieI It is possible with our method to find many other bounds of the ame type. An example .f possible variation is given in section 6. More importantly, the term M'L 5/3-p can be replaced by a term of the form M'L -p for any Y < 2 (but the P P constant K will grow very fast when gets close to 2). It is also possible to replace the term M I'L 2 by M'L q for any q > O, (but then K will grow with q). Hence it can be said that the main terms in theorem A are L, M'L 2/3 and M'log(L-1) p/2 f p < 
METHODS.
We shall use three basic techniques, viz. the method of R. Helmers and W. Van Zwet [I], a method of V. Shergin [2] to deal with m-dependent r.v. and his result about the convergence to normality of a sequence of m-dependent r.v. and an estimate %4. T. RH.E by the author of "'IEeitS where S as a sum of m-dependent r.v. [3] (which based on Shergin's technique). We shall denote by K I,K2,... universal constants. No attempt has been made to find small numerical values: their choice is made crudely, to check the consistency of the construction.
We suppose m I. We shall use Esseen smoothing inequality [4] .
The second term will be taken ca,e of by Shergin's theorem. Considering that
We shall evaluate these two terms directly. The above evaluation will De used for t <. 101og L-I. For t => 101og L-I, we have ep(-t2/2) <- L We have, by expanding exp(itA2).
ItIIE A2exp(ito-Is+A1)l 2ItlPEIA2 Ip and we shall evaluate these three terms. In these evaluations, we shall several times encounter the same difficulty. Say, for example we want to estimate -I Elexp(it( S+AI)) Let S' fi" Then S' depends on the -IF" for ieI. Moreover
-I o (S-S')
A depends on the F for iI.
If we knew that the F. were independent, we would have
for which good estimates are known (of the type exp (-t2-2E(S'2)) for t not too large). However, we must proceed in a different way. We shall use the technique mentioned above to show that modulo a small perturbation one can (roughly speaking) -I do as if S' and (S-S') A were independent and then use the estimate of theorem 4-5.
In order to prove theorem A, one can suppose K EIYj,kOI -< tEIYj,kZ01 -< t(EIYj,kI3/2)2/3(EIZoI3) I/3.
In the same manner, we have elYj,kexp(itZo)exp(itS1) .< EIYj,kYOI(t).
The lemma follows from these estimates and the estimate of EIZo 13 from (4-I). The proof uses the same method as in lemma 6-2. We omit it.
Second
Step. We shall treat only the first case. P If we put all these estimates together we get theorem A, with the bound as stated, but where the quantities with a "dash" are replaced by corresponding quantities without a dash. However, since for .< r < p we have Elgj,k lemma 4-I shows that the "undahed" quantities are bounded by a universal constant times the "da.hed" ones. This concludes the proof of theorem A.
In order to get the extensions of theorem A mentioned as remarks after the 
